
State Raffle Rules  

-6 states clearly prohibit on-line raffles.  Highlighted them in red below.	

 	

-What is not clear, can a resident of the other 5 states (not WA of course) participate in 
an on-line raffle in another state?	

 	

-4 states have some noted caveats/qualifications.  Highlighted them in purple below.	

 	

https://chance2win.org/us-online-legal-raffle/	

 
U.S. Online Raffle Legal Rules Summary by State	

Are Online Raffles Legal? We get that question all the time. Online Raffle and Raffles in general are 

governed by state laws.  YOU need to consult with your state laws as we cannot advise you.  Here is 

some basic information we have found, but it is far from complete and is NOT LEGAL ADVICE.  A 

few States, such as Utah and Hawaii have very strict laws. 45 States allow online raffles from what 

we can tell. Most states have various requirements regarding online raffles with the most common 

ones being the raffle must be for a non-profit charitable organization. Many states require that the 

raffle provide a way for someone to enter with no purchase necessary. Our understanding in Florida, 

for example, the raffle has to be for a charity, the name and address of the charity must be listed in 

the raffle rules, the date of the drawing must be posted and there must be a way for someone to 

enter without making a donation. So in the sample rules, Chance2Win has provided for all of these 

requirements,and the charity will accept self addressed stamp envelope with 1 per entry to meet the 

no purchase necessary requirement. The Sample Rules are simply a guideline, you need to check 
with your governing organization to make sure your charity online raffle meets the 
requirements.	

Below is a summary of SOME OF the various legal information regarding online raffles by 

State.  This is not legal advice, we always suggest you consult with an attorney regarding the 

proper rules for your giveaway.	



 	

Alabama Charitable Raffles (no)	

Alabama does not allow any online charity raffles.  Please see the following for more 

information:	

Ala. Code § 13A-12-20	

State charitable gaming laws ban raffles outright.	

Alaska Charitable Raffles (yes)	

Arizona Charitable Raffles (yes)	

Arkansas Charitable Raffles (yes/no) - consult legal assistance	

Arkansas is strange.  Please see the following for more information:	

Arkansas Code,§ 23-114-101, et seq Department of Finance and Administration	

http://www.dfa.arkansas.gov/Pages/default.aspx	

The Director of the Department of Finance and Administration is the governing body. 

Charitable Bingo and Raffles Enabling Act is the code.	

The following point is confusing:	

23-114-202.2c All bingo faces and raffle tickets must be preprinted on paper or plastic in a 

form approved by the director. No electronic devices, machines, or facsimiles may be used 

as bingo faces, raffle tickets, or otherwise, by participants of games of bingo or raffles 

conducted under this chapter.	

 	

California Online Charitable Raffles (yes/no)	

California allows Fundraising Raffles and there is some confusion about the issue about 

online charity raffles:	



You need to make sure your charity follows the appropriate guidelines.	

Governing legislation California Penal Code Section 320.5 State of California Department of 

Justice, Office of the Attorney General	

http://oag.ca.gov/charities/raffles	

Special Circumstances to pay attention to when creating your rules and your raffle:	

320.5.b.4A At least 90% of the gross receipts generated from the sale of raffle tickets for any 

given draw are used by the eligible organization conducting the raffle to benefit or provide 

support for beneficial or charitable purposes…..	

This makes 50/50 raffles in California difficult to do. The following two points make electronic 

raffles in California very difficult to do as well.	

320.5.b.4C.e No raffle otherwise permitted under this section may be conducted by means 

of, or otherwise utilize, any gaming machine, apparatus, or device, whether or not that 

machine, apparatus or device meets the definition of slot machine contained in Section 330a, 

330b, or 330.1	

and	

320.5.2 (2) A raffle may not be operated or conducted in any manner over the Internet, nor 

may raffle tickets be sold, traded, or redeemed over the Internet……	

 	

Colorado (yes)	

Connecticut (yes)	

Delaware (yes)	

District of Columbia (yes)	

Florida (yes)	

Georgia (yes)	



Hawaii (no)	

Hawaii does not allow online charity raffles.  Please see the following for more information:	

Haw. Rev. Stat. § 712-1220	

illegal to do a raffle	

Idaho (yes)	

Illinois (yes)	

Indiana (yes)	

Iowa (yes)	

Kansas (no)	

Kansas does not allow charity raffles.  Please the following for more info:	

Kan. Stat. Ann. § 21-4302	

 	

Kentucky (yes)	

Louisiana (yes/no) - Consult Legal Advice	

Louisiana has some very interesting laws.	

See the following Statute:	

La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 4:701-740; § 27-402	

Charitable gaming is handled by the Office of charitable gaming	

http://www.ocg.louisiana.gov//default.asp	

Special Situations to pay attention to.  Advise to consult a lawyer before hosting an 

online raffle.	



The issue seems to be “… a loss of anything of value in order to realize a profit…”    Given a 

non-profit charity does not make a profit, this law is confusing at best.	

§90.3. Gambling by computer….	

A. The Legislature of Louisiana, desiring to protect individual rights, while at the same time 

affording opportunity for the fullest development of the individual and promoting the health, 

safety, education, and welfare of the people, including the children of this state who are our 

most precious and valuable resource, finds that the state has a compelling interest in 

protecting its citizens and children from certain activities and influences which can result in 

irreparable harm. The legislature has expressed its intent to develop a controlled well-

regulated gaming industry. The legislature is also charged with the responsibility of 

protecting and assisting its citizens who suffer from compulsive or problem gaming behavior 

which can result from the increased availability of legalized gaming activities. The legislature 

recognizes the development of the Internet and the information super highway allowing 

communication and exchange of information from all parts of the world and freely 

encourages this exchange of information and ideas. The legislature recognizes and 

encourages the beneficial effects computers, computer programming, and use of the Internet 

resources have had on the children of the state of Louisiana by expanding their educational 

horizons. The legislature further recognizes that it has an obligation and responsibility to 

protect its citizens, and in particular its youngest citizens, from the pervasive nature of 

gambling which can occur via the Internet and the use of computers connected to the 

Internet. Gambling has long been recognized as a crime in the state of Louisiana and despite 

the enactment of many legalized gaming activities remains a crime. Gambling which occurs 

via the Internet embodies the very activity that the legislature seeks to prevent. The 

legislature further recognizes that the state’s constitution and that of the United States are 

declarations of rights which the drafters intended to withstand time and address the wrongs 

and injustices which arise in future years. The legislature hereby finds and declares that it 

has balanced its interest in protecting the citizens of this state with the protection afforded by 

the First Amendment, and the mandates of Article XII, Section 6 of the Constitution of 

Louisiana and that this Section is a product thereof.	

B. Gambling by computer is the intentional conducting, or directly assisting in the conducting 

as a business of any game, contest, lottery, or contrivance whereby a person risks the loss 

of anything of value in order to realize a profit when accessing the Internet, World Wide Web, 



or any part thereof by way of any computer, computer system, computer network, computer 

software, or any server.	

Louisiana does not prohibit persons under the age of 18 from playing charitable gaming 

activities…..unless a computer/video device is utilized.	

 	

Maine (yes)	

Maryland (yes)	

Massachusetts (yes)	

Michigan (not sure)	

Michigan allows charity raffles.  Please the following for more info:	

Mich. Comp. Laws § 432.101 et seq  Charitable Gaming Division of Michigan lottery.	

http://michigan.gov/documents/BSL-CG-1824_26045_7.pdf	

Potential Issues to be aware of:	

Lotto or lottery cannot be used in advertising of a raffle or on the raffle tickets. 

 

Physical tickets must be used in a the drawing. 

License info must be printed on tickets.	

 	

Minnesota (yes)	

Mississippi (yes)	

Missouri (yes)	

Montana (yes)	

Nebraska (yes)	



Nevada (yes)	

New Hampshire (yes)	

New Jersey (NO)	

It was recently brought to our attention that even if you purchased a license for an online 

charity raffle, the state is not permitting online raffles.	

New Mexico (yes)	

New York (yes)	

North Carolina (yes)	

North Dakota (yes)	

Ohio (yes)	

Oklahoma (yes)	

Oregon (yes)	

Pennsylvania (yes)	

Rhode Island (yes)	

South Carolina (Yes)	

South Dakota (yes)	

Tennessee (yes)	

Texas (yes)	

Vermont (yes)	

Virginia (yes)	

Washington (no)	



At this time Online Fundraising Raffles in Washington are monitored by the WA Gambling 

Commission	

Wash. Rev. Code. Ann. § 9.46.0311  Washington state gambling commission	

http://www.wsgc.wa.gov/	

Washington, D.C. (yes)	

West Virginia (yes)	

Wisconsin (yes)	

Wyoming (yes)	

Utah (no)	

The State of Utah prohibits Fundraising Raffles. We will not accept raffles hosted in Utah.	

 
 



 
 
 
 

WASHINGTON STATE 
RAFFLE LAWS 

  



 

USPS	has	federal	laws	that	prohibit	the	use	of	the	mail	for	gambling.	

Only	remedy	is	the	transaction	for	the	purchase	of	the	ticket	must	occur	in	person.		You	can	
advertise	the	raffle	online	but	all	transactions	relating	to	the	raffle	must	occur	in	person.	

Below	are	the	applicable	RCW’s.		

RCW	9.46.0245	Gambling	Information	

		

"Gambling	information."	

"Gambling	information,"	as	used	in	this	chapter,	means	any	wager	made	in	the	
course	of	and	any	information	intended	to	be	used	for	professional	gambling.	In	the	
application	of	this	definition,	information	as	to	wagers,	betting	odds	and	changes	in	betting	
odds	shall	be	presumed	to	be	intended	for	use	in	professional	gambling.	This	section	shall	
not	apply	to	newspapers	of	general	circulation	or	commercial	radio	and	television	stations	
licensed	by	the	federal	communications	commission.	

		

RCW	9.46.240	Transmitting	Gambling	Information	

		

		

Gambling	information,	transmitting	or	receiving.	

(1)	Whoever	knowingly	transmits	or	receives	gambling	information	by	telephone,	
telegraph,	radio,	semaphore,	the	internet,	a	telecommunications	transmission	system,	or	
similar	means,	or	knowingly	installs	or	maintains	equipment	for	the	transmission	or	
receipt	of	gambling	information	shall	be	guilty	of	a	class	C	felony	subject	to	the	penalty	set	
forth	in	RCW	9A.20.021.	

		

		

		 	



	

 
 
 
 

MONTANA STATE 
RAFFLE LAWS 






